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Abstract

The growing presence of the Web in everyday life is inextricably connected to the exponential

growth in number and variety of Web sites offering information, commerce and services. While

the number of users making use of the Internet and the Web has also grown tremendously, little

is known about the intensity of individual level web utilization (e.g., number of visits to Web

sites) the Web and the trajectory of the change over time of such utilization. For example, we do

not know whether the overall growth in Web usage is attributable to the increased numbers of

users or to increased intensity of use of established users or both. This article reports the results

of an analysis of eight months of longitudinal data on residential Web usage. This data was

assembled as part of the HomeNet project at Carnegie Mellon University. Drawing upon recent

advances in semi-parametric, group-based statistical modeling, we examine whether there are

distinctive clusters of trajectories of Web usage. We find that Web users can be clustered into

four groups with distinct trajectories of use. Each of these groups achieve saturation in their

extent of Web usage as measured in the number of distinct Web sites they visit over time. We

also develop demographic profiles of these different user groups. The results have important

implications for Internet marketing strategy and public policy pertaining to the digital divide.

Keywords: User behavior, Internet and the World Wide Web, Statistical Analysis
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1. Introduction

With the commercialization of the Internet, the Web has become a marketplace. Visits to

given Web sites are considered an important measure of market share and success, and indeed,

many Web sites have enjoyed a steady increase in the number of visits. Yet at the level of the

individual user, little is known about the trajectory of change over time in the number of visits to

Web sites.
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Figure 1: Number of hosts advertised in the DNS (Source: Internet Domain Survey, January 2000)

Figure 1 shows that over the period 1995 to 2000 there was an explosive growth in number of

Web sites available to users. In this paper we examine how users responded to the exponential

growth in Web site availability. We are specifically interested in exploring whether the increase

in Web site visiting opportunities spurred an increase in the utilization rates of individual users.

While there is much evidence of large increases in the number of users utilizing the Web,
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aggregate utilization reflects a combination of two distinct usage components—number of users

and the intensity of their use. The objective of this study is to better understand the unfolding

utilization rates of individual users. Specifically, we report results of an analysis of eight months

of longitudinal data on individual level Web usage that was extracted from data collected as part

of the HomeNet Project [21]. We apply to these data a semi-parametric, group-based statistical

method [29] designed to identify distinctive trajectories of individual Web usage. We focus on

the analysis of the number of distinctive Web sites accessed per month as a measure of the user’s

interest in the World Wide Web. We thereby not only identify groups with different levels of

usage, we also identify distinctive trajectories of the development of Web usage over time and

provide demographic profiles of the identified user groups. The resulting trajectories are

compared to the overall trend in the number of Web sites, which multiplied exponentially during

the period of observation.

Our study advances research on Web usage in three important ways. With the exception of the

recent work by Montgomery and Faloutsos [26], prior studies (e.g., [36], [24], and [4]) have

relied on highly non-representative samples (e.g, individuals who worked or studied in computer

science departments). Our study relies on a sample of households that is more closely

representative of the general population. Second, our period of observation and the tenure of the

individuals in the panel, eight months, is far longer than in prior studies. In our judgment an

extended period of observation is required to calibrate credibly patterns of change in Web use.

Eight months may still be too short a period of time to measure fully the development of Web

usage behavior but it is clearly better than the much shorter study periods of prior studies. Third,

as described below, the statistical methodology we employ allows us to address directly patterns

of change in Web usage over time for individual users.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses our source of data and the statistical

method we apply to these data. Section 3 presents the results of our analysis. Limitations of this

study and future work are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes with a discussion of the

implications of our results for Internet marketing strategy and public policy as it pertains to the

digital divide.

2. HomeNet Data, Measurement of Web Use, and Statistical Method

Used

2.1 The HomeNet project at Carnegie Mellon

Our study is based on individual use records from the HomeNet project. HomeNet is a field

trial at Carnegie Mellon University whose aim was to understand usage of the Internet at home

by lay users. Starting in 1995, it provided families in the Pittsburgh area with hardware and

Internet connections and carefully documented their residential usage of on-line services such as

electronic mail, computerized bulletin boards, chat groups, and the World Wide Web [21][37].

We used computer-generated use records from the HomeNet data set of Web sites visited for our

purposes.

The data set we used consisted of 139 users performing 1,187,325 http requests between

11-6-1995 and 4-28-1997. Individuals start their Web use on different starting dates and exhibit

different durations of Web usage. On average, Web usage behavior of users was observed for

311 days.
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The available fields of the data set are as follows:

1. Unique user ID

2. Time and date of the user action

3. URL accessed, which is comprised of

a) Domain / Web site accessed (e.g., ‘www.yahoo.com’)

b) Path on the Web server accessed (e.g., ‘/search/index.html’).

Additionally, demographic data measuring age, race, sex, and family role (i.e., mother, father,

son, daughter, and other) of all household members were assembled.

In conducting the analysis, we made the following normalizations and assumptions. First, the

data set included many http requests that the user did not explicitly perform, such as requests for

image files, which are automatically generated by the Web browser. Also, http invocations using

the common gateway interface to external programs are often not explicitly requested by the user

but instead are automatically loaded1. Including these download requests would incorrectly

inflate Web usage. For example, 66.7% of the downloads were inline images, 5.13% of the

requests were downloads using the common gateway interface (cgi), and 10.0% were downloads

of other types, such as music or video files. Therefore, we included only ‘page views’ in our

analysis, which are requests for documents (rather than to an inline image, movie, audio file,

etc.). In this regard, we removed records from the database whose path fields did not have one of

following suffixes: .htm, html, .jsp, and .asp. Path fields that point to a directory rather than to a

                                                  
1 For instance, an HTML page containing form elements such as those use to submit credit card numbers have

references to cgi-bin programs. We count the visit to the HTML page but leave out the calls to the cgi-bin programs

that are invoked automatically to process the entries submitted using the form.
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file remained in the clickstream database, because Web servers automatically respond to these

request by sending a standard document, such as ‘index.html’. Removing all hits that were not

page views reduced the size of the data set by 81.9% to 214,818 downloads.

Next, domains, which are identical except for the prefix, (e.g., ‘www.yahoo.com’ and

‘yahoo.com’) were treated as the same page. In this regard, domains, which have the suffix that

indicates an explicitly requested port, such as ‘yahoo.com:80’ were truncated to ‘yahoo.com’.

Further,  we assumed that each domain represents a single Web site.

Finally, because users began their use of the Web at different starting dates and because of

different individual durations of Web use in the project, we had to deal with the issue of sparse

or missing data at the end of each individual’s monitored period of Web usage. Therefore, we

analyzed the evolution of Web usage over an 8-month period of time beginning with each

individual’s starting date. Cutting off sparse data at the end of the period of observation reduces

the size of the data set by 6.9%. After these normalizations, the data set consisted of 133,421

page views.

2.2 Measurement of Web Use

There are several conceptually reasonable alternatives to measure Web usage. Broadly, they

may be classified into frequency-based measures and time-based measures. Time-based

measures use the time spent by an individual at a given Web site as an indicator of the utility

received from utilizing the content of the site. We did not pursue time-based measures because

we were not confident that we could construct a measure that accurately reflected actual time
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spent actively interacting with a Web site.  Users may download a Web site but only actively

attend to the Web site for a small fraction of the duration over which the site was displayed (i.e.,

leave the computer unattended for hours or even days). Thus, we focused on frequency-based

measures.

Two frequency-based measures were analyzed—a count of the number of distinct Web sites

visited by a given user per time period and total Web site visits per time period. The former

measure does not count repeat visits to the same Web site whereas the latter measure does count

such visits.  Table 1 illustrates the calculation of these alternative measures of Web usage for a

hypothetical user over a three-month period. In period 1, the user accesses a total of three sites.

However, only two are distinctive because yahoo is visited twice.  By this same counting logic, a

total of four sites are visited in period 2 but only three are distinct. In month three, a total of two

sites are visited but because they are the same, only one distinctive site is recorded.

Table 1: URL sets and number of distinctive Web sites of a fictitious user

Month URLs accessed #distinctive
Web sites

1
www.yahoo.com
www.yahoo.com
www.amazon.com

2

2

www.yahoo.com
www.amazon.com
www.excite.com
www.amazon.com

3

3
www.yahoo.com
www.yahoo.com

1

We use the count of distinct Web site visited as our primary indicator of Web usage because

of our interest in comparing the development of individual Web usage with the aggregate growth

in Web site visiting opportunities. At the level of the individual the diversity of Web sites visited
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provides an indication of individual-level willingness to search the exponentially expanding set

of visiting opportunities. However, because this measure does not count repeat visits to a given

Web site, it is also important to examine total Web site visits as an alternative utilization

intensity measure. This permits an analysis of whether users that visit a few distinct Web sites in

a time period are more intensive users of these sites than are users who visit a larger number of

sites but use each of them less intensively. Further, the number of repeat visits to a site per user

is equivalent to the pages downloaded per site. This is an important measure with relevance for

advertising online using banner advertisements. These advertisements are served as part of a

downloaded Web page and priced per thousand impressions of the advertisement (also known as

cost per thousand impressions or CPM) (see http://www.iab.net/measuringsuccess/index.html for

more on online advertising).

2.3 A Semi-parametric, Group-Based Approach for Analyzing Developmental

Trajectories

Table 2 reports summary statistics on Web usage for 139 HomeNet users in our analysis.  The

mean number of distinct Web sites visited per month is 32.66. Users commonly make repeated

visits to their favored Web site because the average number of page views per month is about

155 or 4.75 per distinct Web site visited. There is, however, much variation across users in

utilization rates. The median number of distinct Web sites visited is only 10 sites per month, less

than half the average. This implies a pronounced rightward skew in the population utilization

rates, which is indeed reflected in the 90th percentile of distinct Web sites visited, 82.
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Table 2: Summary information on Web usage

Overall number of page views 133,421
Average number of distinct sites visited / months 32.66
Average page views per month 155.15
Ratio of page views / site 4.75
10th percentile of distinct sites visits 0
Median of distinct sites visits 10
90th percentile of distinct sites visits 82
Users 139

Further there may also be large differences across individuals in the unfolding of their

utilization rates over time. This brings us to the central goal of our analysis—identification of the

developmental course of Web usage across distinctive subpopulations. To this end we apply a

semi-parametric, group-based methodology [29] that was designed to identify distinctive

trajectories of human development. In developmental psychology, a trajectory defines the

developmental course of a behavior over age or time.  Such trajectories might include groups of

“increasers”,  “decreasers”, and  “no changers.”

   Using finite mixtures of suitably defined probability distributions, the group-based approach

for modeling developmental trajectories is intended to provide a flexible and easily applied

method for identifying distinctive clusters of individual trajectories within the population and for

profiling the characteristics of individuals within the clusters. Technically, the group-based

trajectory model is an example of a finite mixture model. Its parameters are estimated by

maximum likelihood.

The fundamental concept of interest is the distribution of behavioral outcomes conditional on

month of usage; that is, the distribution of behavioral trajectories denoted by P(Yi|monthi), where

the random vector Yi represents individual i’s longitudinal sequence of behavioral outcomes (i.e.

Web usage) and the vector monthi represents i’s month of Web usage when each of those

measurements is recorded.  The model assumes that this distribution arises from a finite mixture
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of unknown order K.  The likelihood for each individual i, conditional on the number of groups

K, may be written as:
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where pj is the probability of membership in group j, and the conditional distribution of Yi

given membership in j is indexed by the unknown parameter vector bj.  In most previous

applications, bj is a vector of regression parameters determining the shape of the group-specific

trajectory.

For given group j, conditional independence is assumed for the sequential realizations of the

elements of Yi, yit, over the T periods of measurement. Thus, we may write
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where p(.) is the distribution of yit conditional on membership in group j and the month of

Web usage of user i at time t.

One valuable feature of the model is that it is easily adapted to accommodate different forms

of data by an appropriate distributional representation of p(yit|monthit,j; bj). In this analysis the

data is in the form of a count whereby yit measures the number of distinct Web sites visited by

individual i in period t. As is conventional in the analysis of count data, we assume that yit

follows the Poisson distribution. For the Poisson-based model it is assumed that, for each

group j:
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where ljt is the expected number of  occurrences of the event of  interest (e.g. visits to distinct

Web sites) of  subject i at time t given membership in group j.2 The model’s coefficients—b j0,

b j1, b j2, and b j
3—determine the shape of the trajectory and are subscripted by j to denote that

the coefficients are not constrained to be the same across the K groups. See [29] for further

details.

A key issue in the application of a group-based model is making a determination of how many

groups define the best fitting model. One possible choice for testing the optimality of a specified

number of groups is the likelihood ratio test.  However, the null hypothesis (e.g. three

components vs. more than three components) is on the boundary of the parameter space and

hence the classical asymptotic results that underlie the likelihood ratio test do not hold [10].

Given these problems with the use of the likelihood-ratio test for model selection, we have

followed the lead of [7] and use the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) as a basis for selecting

the optimal model. For a given model, BIC is calculated as log(L) - 0.5*log(n)*(d),  where L is

the value of the model’s maximized likelihood, n is the sample size, and d is the number of

parameters in the model. [19] and [20] argue that BIC can be used for comparison of both nested

and non-nested models under fairly general circumstances. When prior information on the

correct model is limited, they recommend selection of the model with the maximum BIC. In

even more recent work, [20] demonstrates that BIC identifies the optimal number of groups in

finite mixture models, a result specifically relevant for the mixture models demonstrated here.

                                                  
2 A log-linear relationship between ljit and month is assumed to ensure that the requirement that ljit >0 is fulfilled in

model estimation. Note also that the group-based specification accommodates population variation in l. Such

variation is the motivation for two important generalizations of the Poisson distribution, the negative binomial

distribution and the zero-inflated Poisson distribution.
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3. Results

3.1 Trajectories of Usage

Application of the group-based trajectory methodology to these data revealed that the best

fitting model, based on the BIC, clustered users into four groups. Figure 2 depicts the actual and

predicted trajectories of the four groups, which we label “very heavy users”, “heavy users”,

“moderate users”, and “light users”. Because the utilization rates of the “very high users” groups

is so much higher than the other three groups, figure 3 excludes the very heavy user group and

depicts the predicted3 and actual behavior of the other three groups. Table 3 shows the group

percentages.

Table 3: Group percentages

light users 52.5%
moderate users 30.2 %
heavy users 13.7 %
very heavy users 3.6 %

                                                  
3 Predicted behavior is calculated as the expected value of each group’s behavior and is computed based on model

coefficient estimates. For this poisson-based model, this expectation equals the antilog of Equation 1. Actual

behavior is computed as the mean behavior of all persons assigned to the various groups identified in estimation. As

described in this section, the assignments are based on the posterior probability of group membership.
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Figure 2: Residential use of the Web measured in number of distinctive Web sites accessed over
time

Note that in contrast to the exponential growth in Web sites available as shown in figure 1,

there is actually a decline in residential Web usage intensity as measured by number of

distinctive Web sites accessed per month. But for a few initial visits to Web sites, the group of

‘light users’ is composed of individuals who make little use of the Web. This group is estimated

to account for estimated 52.2% of the sampled population. The saturation level of ‘light users’ is

only about 3 sites/month, indicating that this group did not find the Web particularly useful,

following a short period of Web exploration.
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Figure 3: Number of distinctive Web sites visited over time; light users, moderate users, and
heavy users only

The second group of individuals – moderate users – start Web usage at a higher level and

follow a stable path in Web usage to a point of about 20 distinctive Web sites per month. This

group is estimated to constitute 30.2% of the population.

The third group – heavy users who account for about 14% of the overall population – initiates

Web usage at a high level of 140 distinctive Web sites per month. However, thereafter their

utilization declines quickly  to a  saturation point of 33 distinctive Web sites per month, which is

very close to the saturation point of the group of moderate users. Thus, while moderate users and

heavy users differ in their initial Web usage, they  converge to about the same utilization level in

the long term. Finally, a ‘very heavy user’ group was identified and is estimated to make up

3.6% of the overall population in the HomeNet sample. This group consists of users who started
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at a very high level, over 250 sites per month and who settle into a usage rate of about 200 sites

per month.

In summary, all the groups appear to reach saturation in their extent of Web usage as

measured by the average number of distinctive Web sites visited per month. For 52.5% of the

population called ‘light users’, the saturation level is at a nominal level of usage of about 2 to 3

sites per month. For ‘moderate users the saturation level is about 20 distinctive Web sites per

month. After initial heavy utilization of the Web, ‘heavy users’ tend to visit about 33 distinctive

Web sites per month. A small minority of ‘very heavy’ users has a saturation level that is about

200 distinctive Web sites per month.

We consider these trajectories ‘learning curves’ of Web usage. Our purpose was to test

whether these learning curves tracked the rapid increase in number of Web sites available, and

the commercialization of the Net that occurred during the period 1995-1997. They did not. While

the sampled households initiated their Web usage in this period of dramatic change in the

Internet, no group followed a trajectory of increasing usage. On the contrary, all the groups

follow a downward path, indicating that, after a period of ‘surfing around’ and ‘exploring’ the

Web, residential users seem to limit their Web usage. The increase in available Web sites and the

commercialization of the Web with its intended effort to appeal to users did not lead to an

increase of Web usage at the individual level.
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3.2 Intensity of Web utilization

As shown in Table 3, the intensity of utilization as measured by numbers of page views is

considerably larger than when measured in number of distinct Web sites. This indicates that

individuals are making multiple visits to Web sites, which is desirable from the perspective of a

Web site operator. Figure 4 depicts the distribution of page views by a trajectory group over

time. As with visits to distinct Web sites, the number of page views is stable or slightly declining

over time, depending on group membership.
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Figure 4: Distribution of monthly page views over time by trajectory group
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The results confirm that there is no increase in Web pages viewed by individuals. However,

this key result that all groups of users achieve saturation in their Web utilization (also measured

as the number of Web viewings per user) is contrary to the key results of Montgomery and

Faloutsos [26] who found that Web usage as measured by the number of Web viewings per user

is increasing for all types of users.

Before we move on, it is important to explain this difference. The tenure of individuals in

the panel is an important distinction between our work and that reported by Montgomery and

Faloutsos. As noted in [27], the number of months an individual spent on their panel has a

pronounced leftward skew. 38% of the users spent between 1-3 months on the panel and 22% of

the users spent between 4-6 months on the panel. Thus 60% of the users spent less than 6 months

on the panel. This implies that they have high churn in their panel. Data on Web usage includes

both, data from novice and experienced users.  In contrast our data set followed the browsing

behavior of each user over the entire 8 month period over which data was collected and pertains

to steady state browsing behavior of users. 4

                                                  
4 While we believe panel tenure to be the most significant difference between our data,

there are other differences that could potentially account for the different results. The Jupiter

Media Metrix panel is a national panel whereas the HomeNet panel is limited to the Pittsburgh

area. Further, the data they use covers the period July 1997 to December 1999 while our data is

from June 1995 to April 1997.  Another important difference relates to the manner in which data

has been collected in the Homenet study and the JMM panel. The Jupiter Media Metrix (JMM)

data is collected using a PC Meter resident on the machine being used by the panel member. In

contrast, HomeNet data is collected using a proxy server. The meter permits fine-grained

monitoring of user actions on the desktop. For example, the meter can record when a browser
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In interpreting page views, it is important to keep in mind that individuals do not necessarily

visit the same distinct Web sites from month to month. Indeed, there might be considerable

churn in the specific Web sites visited from month to month. In this case, there would be limited

overlap over time in the identities in the specific Web sites visited. Still while not a perfect

measure of loyalty, the number of page views per site is an indicator of loyalty. The number of

page views per site indicates how satisfied users are with a given site or how useful a site is to

them. If users in fact view many pages on a given site, it is likely that this site interests them.

However, if individual users have the same “capacity constraints” that determine the extent of

their Web utilization as measured by total number of pages viewed in a time period, then one

could develop a theory based on P, the number of page views per site and N, the number of sites

visited in the time period. Heavy users, as measured by the number of distinctive Web site

visited, have on average a larger value for N implying that their value for P should be lower than

the value of P for light users who visit few distinctive sites but visit each site with great intensity.

                                                                                                                                                                   
window is activated and the length of time for which it is the active window. Proxy servers do

not measure this sort of information. Thus, “Web viewings”, the measure used by JMM is not the

same as the measure of page views we use in this paper. A “web view” begins  when a web page

is accessed and the browser window used to access the page is active. If the browser window is

de-activated, the web view ends even if no new web page has been accessed. In contrast a page

view is defined by the user access to a web page and is not related to window activations.  To

summarize, apart from differences in the process of collecting data, measuring web use, and the

nature of the panel, our results shed light on the steady state behavior of users while the work of

Montgomery and Faloutsos focuses on the short term behavior of new users.
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To test this theory, we investigate whether the intensity of usage as measured in page views / site

varies by trajectory group.

Table 5 reports descriptive statistics for the last 50% of the observation period by which time

users appear to have reached a steady state of Web usage. Table 5 reveals that there are no

material differences between trajectory groups in terms of their utilization intensity as measured

in page views per site. Further, the theory that users with fewer distinct Web site visits have a

higher number of page views per site is not supported by the data when users achieve steady

state behavior. Moreover, it seems that no direct relationship between distinct sites visited and

page views per site can be identified. When users achieve a steady state, light users are the least

loyal group. This is contrary to the hypothesis that some individuals are visiting a large number

of distinct sites infrequently and other users are visiting relatively few sites with high frequency.

Table 5: Summary information on page downloads by trajectory group (last 4 months only)

light
users

moderate
users

heavy
users

very
heavy
users

Average number of distinct sites visited per
month

3.2 18.5 34.1 183.8

Average number of page views per month 10.8 92.3 153.8 817.5

Ratio of average monthly page views per distinct
Web site

2.95 5.12 4.60 4.42

We also examined whether the intensity rates were an exaggerated summary statistic of the

typical level of usage intensity due to users having a favorite portal they visit very often. The

four most dominant portals / search engines in the data set were Infoseek (0.25% of the records

in the set), Yahoo (1.99%), Lycos (0.30%), and Excite (0.70%). Together, these sites account for

3.25% of the page views.
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Of specific interest was whether trajectory groups use portals sites and search engines

differently. For example, users with low or moderate utilization rates may visit more ‘one-stop-

surfing’ sites such as portals but use these sites more intensively than other users. Indeed, the

analysis revealed that the percentage of these sites in the set of very heavy users is only 1.29%,

whereas it is 4.00%, 4.77%, and 6.30% for heavy users, moderate users, and light users

respectively.

While this difference is not quite significant at the .0f level (Prob > F = 0.0898), we

deleted all the page requests of Web servers on the four most popular portals/search engines in

our data set: ‘yahoo.com’, ‘excite.com’, ‘lycos.com’, and ‘infoseek.com’. Deleting these records

reduced the size of the page view data set by 3.25%. Table 6 reports the results of this analysis.

Table 6: Comparison of page views per site by user groups with and without search engines (last 4
months only)

light
users

mo-
derate
users

heavy
users

very heavy
users

Average of individual monthly
page views per distinct Web site

(with portals)
2.95 5.12 4.60 4.42

Average of individual monthly
page views per distinct Web site

(without portals)

2.89 4.90 5.15 4.36

Except for the group of heavy users, we see a slight decrease in the ratio of page views per

site. Judging from these results, the advent of Web portals had only a minor effect on individual

Web usage.

In summary, our study reveals that the population of residential Web usage can be clustered

into four groups with distinct trajectories of use, whose usage behavior is not increasing but
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asymptotically saturating over time. Further, this finding does not seem to be dependent on the

specific measure of number of distinct Web sites visited per month. An analysis of the

distribution of page views over time leads to the same conclusion. Finally, the intensity with

which people utilize their favorite Web site differs slightly across user groups. However, the

average intensity rate did not seem to be skewed by portal sites.

3.3 Group profiles

In the next stage of the analysis, we examine the demographic profiles of the trajectory

groups. Our purpose was to identify characteristics that distinguished individuals following these

four distinctive trajectories. To perform this analysis individuals were assigned to the trajectory

group that best conformed to their actual usage trajectory. This assignment was based on the

posterior probability of group membership. Based on the model’s estimated parameters, it is

possible to compute conditional upon membership in a specific trajectory group, the probability

of each individual’s actual usage level over time, as measured by distinctive Web sites visited

per month [29]. This probability is called the posterior probability of group membership.

Individuals were assigned to the group with the largest such probability.

Table 4 shows the demographic differences across the groups with low and heavy Web usage

and their statistical significance. Note that we aggregated the groups of light users and moderate

users on the one hand, and the groups of heavy users and very heavy users on the other hand.

The summary statistics reveal that there is a difference in age across groups. Heavy users and

very heavy users tend to be younger whereas light users and moderate users tend to be older.

More significantly, there is a race effect and a gender effect. Individuals in the groups that use
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the Web heavily tend to be male and white. Conversely, the groups that make little use of the

Web (‘light users and moderate users’) were disproportionately comprised of females and

minorities.  These results conform with [21]. Surprisingly, there is no income effect. We discuss

the implications of the observed race and gender difference from the perspective of the digital

divide in Section 4.2.

Table 4: Overview of characteristics of users in the various groups

all users

light users and
moderate users

heavy and very
heavy users

Prob > chi2, Prob > F

Percentage 100% 82.70% 17.30%

Adult 74.30% 73.27% 78.89% 0.60

Female 51.40% 57.02% 26.81% 0.01

Minority 27.60% 31.35% 9.78% 0.05

Average age
(years) 31.91 32.42 29.50 0.46

Household income
($1000/year) 54.41 54.77 53.72 0.74

Computer skill
(5-point

psychometric scale) 3.43 3.33 3.89 0.03

Connection time
(hours weekly) 2.15 1.65 4.08 0.00

Mail usage
(self-reported5) 1.62 1.45 2.35 0.16

Phone usage
(self-reported5) 4.14 4.14 4.25 0.87

We also compared e-mail usage and connection time to other indicators of Internet usage. Not

surprisingly, connection time increases as Web usage increases. However, as we previously

noted this measure of connection time is suspect. We studied e-mail usage and its relationship to

                                                  
5 0 = never, 1 = less than weekly, 2 = weekly, 3= few times/week, 4 =daily, 5=multiple times per day
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web usage because these are substantively different Internet services. The Web enables

information retrieval. E-mail permits communication. Perhaps users who do not use the Web

intensively may be using their time in communication activities.  This is not supported by the

data. Email usage actually increases with web usage but the difference is not statistically

significant across groups. We note, however, the Web-based email such as Hotmail or Yahoo!

mail would be counted as a web service vs. e-mail. Understanding the relative utilization of

different Internet services is a topic of future research.

Next, we tested if Internet usage is a substitute for telephone usage. For example, users might

send email to friends instead of calling them. Also, users might retrieve information from the

Web instead of calling somebody to get the needed information. However,  this does not seem to

be the case. Phone usage actually increases slightly as Web usage increases.

4. Implications for Electronic Commerce and Public Policy

4.1 Implications of saturation in distinct Web sites visited

The results of our study have important implications both for Business to Consumer electronic

commerce and for public policy as it pertains to the digital divide. The Web can be thought of as

a marketplace with sites competing to attract users to visit. The saturation levels for Web site

visits in every trajectory group identified in our analysis can be interpreted to estimate the size of

this market. For example, users visit on average about 33 distinct Web sites/month. If this were

generalized to the online Web browsing population (let this number be N) at large, 33*N

estimates the number of potential Web site visiting opportunities that Web sites will compete

over each month. However, over the period of observation, the number of Web sites has grown
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exponentially. According to [15] and [32], there were 72,398,092 sites and N=248,660,000 users

online in January 2000. Thus, 72,398,092 sites are competing for these 33*248,660,000/month

visiting opportunities. Over the past several years, N has continued to grow as the Internet has

attracted new entrants. However, as the number of new entrants begins to decrease (this is

already happening as can be seen from the estimates of online users at

http://www.nua.com/surveys/how_many_online/n_america.html), the number of Web site

visiting opportunities will reach a steady state and we expect competition among Web sites for

these visiting opportunities to grow in intensity.

Discussions of Web site visiting opportunities are relevant to business models in use in

business to consumer electronic commerce. To date portals such as Yahoo! have relied almost

exclusively on advertising income generated from serving banner advertisements (so called page

impressions). This business model is dependent on maximizing visits from individuals – both

first time and repeat visitors- in each time period. Portals have implemented a variety of

personalized services (e.g., myyahoo.com) to attract and retain visitors with varying degrees of

success. Among the recent wave of dot com failures are several well funded portal sites. These

include generic horizontal portals such as the Go portal (funded by Disney) and vertical portals

such as dr.koop.com that failed to garner sufficient Web site visitors to sustain themselves – a

situation further exacerbated by the decline in online advertising and online advertising rates.

In contrast to portal sites, e-retail sites have to convert visitors into buyers, manage churn

rates which represent loss of customers to the competition and enhance repeat purchase rates.

Given limited capacity for Web utilization, sites that can achieve high rates of repeat visits and

purchases are likely at a clear advantage. Supporting this hypothesis is a recent article by

Agarwal et al. (2001), which reports on key processes in business to consumer commerce states
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that successful retail commerce companies need to achieve visitor conversion rates of 12 percent,

customer churn rates below 20 percent, and repeat purchase rates of around 60 percent [2].

While our results do not shed light on the details of these conversion processes and how online

companies should achieve these targets, limited capacity for Web site visiting opportunities

among individuals is an important determiner of competition in this area.

This discussion highlights the need to understand the reasons underlying the capacity

limits we observed. It is possible that the limited capacity for Web site visits is due to the current

technical shortcomings on the Internet (e.g., ease of use of sites, difficulty in using search

engines, ineffectiveness of banner advertisements).  Breakthroughs in technology can potentially

increase the capacity for Web utilization and in turn the size of the market. For example, recent

surveys (see the article “Ads Click” at

http://interactive.wsj.com/articles/SB1004115312686358960.htm) demonstrate that ads returned

in response to searches are effective in increasing clickthrough rates. Similarly, recent studies

undertaken by MSN, Cnet and Doubleclick also demonstrate improved effectiveness of online

marketing campaigns using reengineered advertising technology

(http://www.iab.net/main/measuringsuccessfinal.pdf).  However, it might well be the case that

capacity limits on Web utilization are based on cognitive limits and cannot be mediated by

technological breakthroughs [40]. Determining the reasons underlying the capacity constraints is

an important topic for future research.
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4.2 Policy implications

As the Internet has grown and become more widely used by government and organizations,

concerns have been raised about the digital divide [9]. The digital divide refers to those members

of society who are unable to benefit from the Internet due to their lack of access to it or their

inability to make full use of it. Studies such as [14] have carefully examined the policy

implications of the demographic patterns of Web usage. Issues such as the gender gap and the

race gap have been discussed and numerous studies [6] predict that while the gender gap will

likely close over time, the race gap will prevail [1]. In these discussions of the digital divide, the

usual assumption has been that access to the Web will almost automatically trigger usage and

thereby help close the digital divide. Indeed, a recent report in the Wall Street Journal titled

“Closing the Gap” [11] discusses government subsidies that have been proposed as part of

legislation such as Colorado’s Information Technology Education Act for broadband access in

rural and urban areas.

As discussed in Section 3.3. and shown in Table 4, there are race and gender differences in the

trajectory groups. For example, the percentage of people who belong to a minority group is

27.60% in the overall sample, 31.35% for light users and moderate users, and 9.78% for heavy

users and very heavy users. We observed similar differences in the utilization of the Web by

gender. For example, 51.4% of the people in the HomeNet sample are female. This percentage

decreases as usage increases (moderate users: 58.1% female, heavy users: 28.6% female, very

heavy users: 20.0% female). These findings imply that increased utilization of the Web will

require more than access. As noted, all users in the HomeNet panel received free computers with

Internet connections and basic training in use of the technology. Informal reports indicate that

customized training by gender or race may be needed in addition to access to enable different
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segments of society to benefit fully from the Internet. [35] proposes gender-sensitive training to

meet the diverse needs of the female Internet user  community. Even though recent studies such

as [41] show that the gender gap is closing in terms of time spent online, men & women use the

Internet different in terms of services used [42]. In this regard, additional work is required to

develop policies that will be more successful in promoting utilization of the Web.

5. Future work

This paper contributes to the literature by presenting the results of a long-term study with

residential subjects. We encourage future work with respect to three major issues: age of data,

length of period of observation, and representativeness of the sample.

The patterns of Web usage we found were based on usage data from 1995-1997. Technical

advances, e.g., in the field human computer interaction in general or personalized recommender

systems in particular can affect the intensity of Web usage. One of the main reasons for not using

more recent data was to make sure that each user has a natural starting point of individual Web

exposure. Further studies on people who did not use the Internet before are necessary to confirm

the findings from 1998 onwards.

Our study is distinctive in its use of 8 months of continuous individual Web usage data. While

recent work by Montgomery and Faloutsos [26] have used more recent data from the Jupiter

Media Metrix Panel, the average tenure of users in their panel is much shorter and is biased

towards behavior exhibited by new users in the short term. However, in order to gain insights in

truly long-term changes in individual access behavior, the analysis of even longer samples of

longitudinal data is desirable.
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Observed development in browsing behavior might arise due to cultural and social

peculiarities of the subject group. Also, a significant share of the population accesses the Internet

at work. Therefore, future research is necessary in order to confirm the findings for all groups of

users. A truly random nationally representative sample is necessary for this work. Further, we

encourage conducting this study in various international settings.

Our results also emphasize that future research on the dynamics of usage will have to

incorporate an analysis of churn in the Web. The objective is to measure loyalty of users in the

different trajectory groups to the Web sites they visit more accurately than with average number

of page views/site metric we used in this paper. By measuring the degree of loyalty of Web users

to specific Web sites over time and analyzing whether a given level of Web usage intensity is

directed to one site or many sites, one can answer the related question about the demographics of

the loyal users on the Web and factors that determine loyalty. Recent work by Yoo and Donthu

[36] develops measures of site quality and hospitality to users. Combining our data on browsing

behavior with independent measures of site quality will help develop a theory to explain

observed levels of stickiness of Web sites.
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